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This is Your Moment

The BizOps Challenge and Dangers

Timeless Wisdom

 Treat your business applications like a product

 Measure what matters, but know that some of what matters can’t be measured
 
 You need a common configuration language
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 Think and act like an engineer
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This is Your Moment

SaaS has consumed the world. We argue that’s fundamentally 
a good thing. It means almost every line of business has its 
own “best-of-breed” software, and everyone gets to select their 
most effective suite. It also means your company is ingesting 
creative energy from not just one, but dozens of innovative 
software vendors.

Yet there is a dark side, and it’s growing just as quickly. If left 
unchecked, it threatens to unravel the past decade of progress 
and sap just as much productivity as SaaS can produce.

We are talking of course about the simultaneous explosion 
in business application complexity. Companies are building 
veritable products on top of applications like Salesforce, 
NetSuite, and Workday. Those “products” have a high logical 
complexity and each customization bears a maintenance cost. 
And then, as if the complexity were not already enough, they 
connect several high-complexity systems to each other.

As a result, businesses are drowning in not just internal 
workflows, but also iPaaS connectors, variable APIs, siloed 
teams, and divergent interfaces. The variety of back-office 
schemas are bewildering—the data dictionaries sprawling 
and the teams overmatched. A company’s core applications 
are now tied in such a rich web of interdependence that their 
hesitance to make changes can paralyze the company.

An analyst at even a mid-sized corporation can fear making 
a change because they can’t know what sort of sweeping, 
unintended consequences it could have. And so, they make 
fewer changes. They deliberate. Queues clog. Silos form.  
The very machinery of business grinds to a crawl.

The rise of business applications teams, then, is the story  
of a group of people coming together to treat business 
applications like a product to free the company from paralysis.

SaaS needs your management
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Enterprise software 
is projected to 
grow 10.2% in 2022 
bringing total spend 
on this category to 
$557.4 billion
— Gartner, 2021

This guide explores the challenges 
modern business operations teams face 
and the wisdom needed to navigate them.

What’s inside

Definition: Tech debt doubt

N. / tek det dowt /
The reticence you feel when you don’t know what might break.
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The BizOps Challenge and Dangers
Business applications teams face three challenges

#1 Lack of organization-wide  
methodologies for managing  
business applications

 Each line of business is a silo  
 (ERP/finance apps, CRM, HCM,  
 MAP, IT applications like Jira and  
 ServiceNow)

 No way for many people to  
 collaborate productively

 Code/no-code divide between  
 admins and engineers

#2 Lack of resources

 Not enough people to handle all the  
 requests and expectations

 Tech debt is a progressive tax—the further  
 behind you fall, the more pain you feel

 SaaS interfaces lack some reporting or  
 customization functionality

 Reporting and customization functionality  
 differs between applications

 No means of comparing environments 
 or systems

 Difficult to maintain multiple environments 
 for consistent delivery practices

 No uniform way to accept, consider, and  
 approve changes

#3 Lack of authority

 Influencer, but not decider

 Sometimes treated as order takers

 Silos—each unit has its own tools and  
 people to run them, little collaboration
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        The reason I love being in business 

applications is I am both product and engineering. 

You have the satisfaction of the full cycle. You see 

something, you fix it. That’s the biggest value of 

centralized business applications.

95% of business 
operations 
professionals agree 
or strongly agree that 
business operations 
is becoming more 
important to their 
organization
— Tonkean, 2021

Tal Carmi
Global VP of Information Systems

Jo Turowski
Vice President of Systems Integration

Casey Koon
Senior Director of Business Applications

        Ten years ago, you had tens or even hundreds 

of people per application. Now, it’s amazing what 

you can do with just a few people. Lead times are 

shorter. You’re more agile. There’s never been a 

better time to be in the field.

        More and more business applications 

teams have a seat at the table because what 

we do determines the health of a business.

Yet business applications teams  
have never been so important
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Treat your business 
applications like a 
product

Timeless Wisdom

#1. Treat your business applications like a product 
 —one that’s mission-critical

#2. Always begin with a goal

#3. Make the UI as friendly as possible

#4. Centralize your team



#1.
Treat your business 
applications like a product 
—one that’s mission-critical
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From 2018-2021, 
per company  
spend on SaaS 
products rose 50%
— Blissfully, 2020

Business applications are a product. As that product goes, 
so goes the entire business. If it is slow, the business is slow. 
If an analyst agonizes for six months over whether to retire a 
field, and an entire department is frustrated because it can’t 
decide something, that slows the whole machine.

If your processes don’t work well,  

an entire business unit can malfunction.

Tal Carmi
Global VP of Information Systems

Timeless Wisdom



#2.
Always begin with
a goal
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Read about finding your North Star

Every change should be viewed with the whole in 
mind. When you over-optimize for any constituent 
part, you do harm elsewhere. Too much selling can 
create a renewal nightmare. Too much financial 
bureaucracy can kill deals. It’s all interrelated,  
and effective changes all start with the question,  
“What do we want the business to achieve?”

It all starts with the North Star. It shouldn’t be 
something that delivers in three months, or six.  
It’s longer term. 'What’s our next company
growth goal? What do they need in the next three 
years?' When the leadership team provides
answers to that, I can sit with my team and ask, 
'What do we need in place to hit that?' Then, we 
reverse-decompose it into a quarterly roadmap.

Jalal Iftikhar
Global Director of Business Systems

Timeless Wisdom

https://www.salto.io/post/a-utopian-north-star-how-intercoms-director-of-business-systems-finds-revenue-levers-part-2


Jo Turowski
Vice President of Systems Integration

        People spend their entire day in there. It’s about their 
productivity. You want to make it enjoyable for them.

#3.
Make the UI as friendly 
as possible

Your users should enjoy using the systems, and feel those 
applications add to their lives. So should their customers—the firm’s 
actual clients. Enjoyable systems are used systems, whereas  
unused systems are sometimes worse than no systems at all.

84% of enterprises  
have turned toward  
low-code/no-code  
for its ability to reduce strain on 
IT resources, increase speed-to-
market, and involve the business 
in digital asset development 

— Forrester, 2019
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Eliya Elon
VP of Business Operations and Analytics

#4.
Centralize your team
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Only a unified business applications team can 
construct a unified plan for operational efficiency. 
Business applications teams may start out 
separate from revenue operations (RevOps), and 
RevOps may start out as fractured between Sales, 
Finance, and Marketing, but integration pays off in 
the long term. It makes you collectively smarter. 

The efficiency you gain by putting people together is just a small piece 
of the value. When everyone sits together, they understand the business 
at a deeper level and that understanding is infused into the business. 
They can support executives with foresight and waste less time on siloed 
definitions. Revenue is a complex system of interdependent closed loops, 
not a sequential one. Gone are the times when all teams can hit their 
targets but the business as a whole is missing.

You are that glue that keeps departments from inventing things in isolation 
that are bound to crash into each other. You are the most knowledgeable 
person in the company about processes. You are the process engineer.  
The more you know what’s happening across teams, the better. — Tal Carmi

Apart, it felt like we’d reached the maximum output from all the teams. We 
were asking how could we get more fungibility, think about problems more 
holistically, and do it fairly quickly without creating a single point of failure. 
That’s what led us to gather billing, data engineering, sales systems, and 
support systems under one umbrella. — Jalal Iftikhar

Timeless Wisdom



Measure what matters, 
but know that some of 
what matters can’t be 
measured

Timeless Wisdom

#5. You get what you measure

#6. Measure your impact in terms of optimization

#7. Keep customer personas 

#8. Always plan, even if the plan never survives contact with reality



Tal Carmi
Global VP of Information Systems

#5.
You get what you measure
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Business applications teams have the opportunity to be 
extremely data-driven. Yet too much focus on objective 
measures of productivity can harm your team’s creativity. 
Complex, ambiguous problems require contemplation, 
exploration, and the latitude to wait and see.

Engineering and IT teams 
are bursting at the seams, 
spending an estimated 30% 
of their resources on building 
and maintaining internal tools
— Retool, 2020

   You can create tremendous value in just 1-3 weeks of focused work 
rather than wasting countless time on tickets. We’ve steered away from 
ticket KPIs. It’s more about, ‘What problem am I trying to solve?’

KPIs are not goals. It’s easy to confuse the two. 
Whenever you start to measure something,  
teams have a tendency to over-rotate to achieve  
that number and it often comes at the cost of things
like scalability. Focus instead on core objectives,  
on the spirit of what you’re trying to achieve.

Casey Koon
Senior Director of Business Applications

Timeless Wisdom



#6.
Measure your impact  
in terms of optimization

#7.
Keep customer  
personas 

Look at what greater efficiency does for each line of 
business. A good CPQ should increase revenue.  
A better approval process should require fewer legal 
and procurement hours. For each department you serve, 
understand the impact you have on them, and solve for that.

Personas are pithy, quotable profiles of your “average” 
customer in each department. Good ones feature real-
life quotes that reveal their motivations and needs. When 
engineering, review your personas. Also consider developing 
a user advisory board to test new ideas with early adopters.

   We have to remember what we’re here to do as a business is to sell 
efficiently. I have customer personas for things I’m building, for renewal 
notifications, onboarding emails, and in-product messaging.  
The customers’ customer is also a critical persona.

    Look at process execution time. Ask, ‘How much could I 
improve the month-end closing process and reduce the days 
required? How can I reduce manual effort?

Casey Koon
Senior Director of Business Applications
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Jo Turowski
Vice President of Systems Integration



#8.
Always plan, even if 
the plan never survives 
contact with reality
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Group planning helps you precipitate important 
conversations with your stakeholders. It raises questions 
nobody would have remembered until the last minute, 
and, in asking, you help others clarify their own thinking 
so they can be a better partner.

When I first started, I believed I needed a 1-2 year plan. But I’d ask the 
business leaders what their next year plans were and they had no idea. 
At the next company, it was the same. Now I realize that all you can 
know are the big fiscal year projects you hope to achieve if the business 
is ready. But otherwise, you focus on this quarter and next, with 20-30% 
unknowns, because things will arise and they will be urgent.

I’d say that planning beyond a year isn’t a roadmap—it’s a visionary 
statement. I like to focus first on fiscal years and the key strategic 
initiatives. I look 1-3 years out, especially if I have budget allocated.  
Then, quarterly buckets. Then, a rolling three-month forecast that’s more 
specific, which I update once per month with my program managers.  
We reserve 20% slack time for unknowns. — Casey Koon

We use OKRs. It gives us an outlook of bigger topics moving the 
company this year, but gives you enough room to be flexible and 
adapt quarterly. — Jo Turowski

Tal Carmi
Global VP of Information Systems

         Personally, I think roadmaps are too inward-looking. There’s building things and then there’s 
recognizing the value of those things you build over time, and the two very rarely happen at the 
same time. The real key thing here is helping your stakeholders realize that. You might build it one 
quarter and not benefit until several quarters later, even if everything goes perfectly right.

Timeless Wisdom

Eliya Elon
VP of Business Operations and Analytics



You need a common  
configuration language

Timeless Wisdom

#9.  Aim for cross-application consistency

#10. Define everything you can

#11. Establish one place where everyone looks for data 



        We have hundreds of applications—and all are important to someone. 
There are so many interdependencies, you could sit for a month and think 
and still miss something. That’s why automation is necessary.

Tal Carmi
Global VP of Information Systems

#9.
Aim for cross-application 
consistency
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There are more applications today than ever before, 
and the number will only increase. Your means and 
methods for managing them must increase at the 
same rate or you’ll quickly be overwhelmed. 

The future is not heavy development. It’s REST-
API-led. Once the platform is laid out, you build 
a marketplace. I can go into the GUI and build 
my own flow. Our goal is to decouple everything. 
What’s the off-the-shelf functionality, and how can 
we bend it? Frankly, you’d have to twist my arm to 
code. We need to be looking at it declaratively.

Lori Rainery
Director of Program Management

Timeless Wisdom



#10.
Define everything  
you can

#11.
Establish one place where 
everyone looks for data

Without standard definitions of terms like 
“MQL” or “data quality,” you create the potential 
for human error and endless debates. Once 
codified, you can begin working on a solution.

A central data pool is among the most effective ways to be 
transparent across teams. Though it requires maintenance, 
and the implementation cost can be eye-watering, it’s the 
only way to coordinate action across the business. 

       I’m a big fan of reverse ETL and looking at the cloud-data-
warehouse as THE data layer, a sort of hub for your business. 
It’s great for transparency. It’s great for efficiency. You invest 
once, and you push it back into your applications.

        Everyone says their Salesforce is a mess. 
But what does a good Salesforce look like? 
Specifically, how do you define it?

Eliya Elon
VP of Business Operations and Analytics

Jalal Iftikhar
Global Director of Business Systems

20
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Borrow from other disciplines 
(like software engineering)

Timeless Wisdom

#12. Battles are won on soft skills

#13. Look to DevOps, game theory, gambling, and more for ideas

#14. Talk to the field

#15. Build for cross-functional toe-stepping

#16. Agile vs waterfall—each has its uses



Casey Koon
Senior Director of Business Applications

#12.
Battles are won 
on soft skills
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As they say, diplomacy is the art of letting others 
have your way. The best thing your team can do to 
ensure business application harmony is to maintain 
good relationships with members of other teams.

Personally, I think soft skills are the more important of the two skill sets. 
We have standing meetings with stakeholders to ensure we’re clear and 
articulate about every single change in our system. We also have sprint 
boards that are open and accessible, and Slack rooms about what 
we’re developing. It sounds like overhead, but it’s hugely beneficial and 
prevents you from going down the wrong paths.

It’s not rejecting. It’s reeducating. It’s about,  
‘How we can remove manual hours, let me show you how.' 
— Lori Rainery

The human element is really important. That’s a huge aspect. When you 
do good work, you build credibility that allows you to occasionally pause 
and deal with all the long-term maintenance projects that get missed. 
That’s when you can go back to your CRO and say, ‘We’ve delivered 
on a lot of things this quarter. Now I need a quarter.’ If you have a good 
relationship, they’ll know it’s for them as well. — Jalal Iftikhar

Timeless Wisdom



#13.
Look to DevOps,  
game theory, gambling, 
and more for ideas
The rise of DevOps is neatly analogous to the rise of business 
engineering, and many of the practices such as versioning, 
continuous deployment, and testing apply. The same is true of 
many other fields where people have solved similar problems.

         There’s something in the past I’ve used called Drake’s equation. It’s an equation invented 
by an astrophysicist to estimate the number of active extraterrestrial civilizations. I once went 
to a course where Michael Dearing pointed out that it’s basically the same as the sales velocity 
equation, in that it helps you understand how changes to one part of the equation affect the 
other parts. So if your win rate changes, you can see how it has a downstream effect.
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=  number of civilizations with which humans  
 could communicate

=  mean rate of star formation

=  fraction of stars that have planets

=  mean number of planets that could suport life 
  per star with planets

=  fraction of life-supporting planets that develop life

=  fraction of planets with life where life develops  
 intelligence

=  fraction of intelligent civilizations that develop  
 comminication

=  mean length of time that civilizations can communicate

N = R* · fP · ne · fl · fi · fc · L

N

R* 
fP 
ne

fl 

fc 

fi 

L

Jalal Iftikhar
Global Director of Business Systems



We have weekly standups with our stakeholders.
— Casey Koon

#14.
Talk to the field
Maintain an ongoing dialogue with your end users. Know them 
well enough to check in and ask how things are going. 

Go ask everyone how deals went. Find the SDR who closed it. Ask legal. 
Find out what they redlined. You will be surprised at what you find.
— Eliya Elon

I’ve always been taken with Andy Grove’s ‘factory view’: Before you change 
the factory, visit it. You have to understand every lever, every sub-lever, and 
only then can you maximize things. — Jalal Iftikhar

#15.
Build for  
cross-functional 
toe-stepping

The more everyone else knows what’s 
happening in adjacent departments, 
the higher quality their decisions. The 
trick is to build that into the organization. 
Otherwise, silos will develop. 

24
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#16.
Agile vs waterfall—
each has its uses
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For a majority of complex situations, agile is a 
faster path to a fix. Very often, dependencies are 
unknowable until you begin. For situations that’ll 
directly impact users, on the other hand, waterfall 
and betas can be a better approach. Too much 
testing can lead to fatigue and weariness for users 
to participate again.

Agile should be the default. It’ll take 
you a million years to find an issue  
on the whiteboard that you’d find in 
five minutes by going live.

Everything looks amazing when it’s in flowcharts. It soars through user 
acceptance testing. Then it goes live and a day later you’re like oh no, we 
didn’t think about this one thing. Anything that is painful, try to get champions 
who are happy to be guinea pigs.

I say agile for the vast majority of things, but there’s a time and place for 
waterfall—say when overhauling for any particular type of flow for a user 
because you don’t want iteration on a process that’s just going to lead to 
fatigue. The larger the deployment, the bigger risk. —Casey Koon

Tal Carmi
Global VP of Information Systems

Timeless Wisdom



Think and act 
like an engineer

Timeless Wisdom

#17. Think of yourself as an engineer

#18. Don’t fall into order-taking

#19. Draw diagrams to reveal unknowns

#20.  Leave the application better than you found it



#17.
Think of yourself  
as an engineer

The analogy of building machines is  
a useful one in business applications.  
Like machines, good business application 
architectures have no unnecessary 
parts. Like machines, a good business 
application environment should be able 
to run unaided, be diagnoseable if it fails, 
and have safeguards so a failure is  
never catastrophic.

#18.
Don’t fall into order-taking
Order-taking almost always leads to a bad place. Nobody knows 
more about the applications, processes, and dependencies than you. 
While requests from other parts of the business are information, they 
shouldn’t be treated as commands—merely requests.

You cannot fall into the role of just doing—that’s a bad place to be. If you act 
as a doer, the relationship changes. Nobody values your time. You’re just the 
implementation team. — Jalal Iftikhar

I say let’s stop calling it a “tech stack.” A stack is a pile of things. If we  
instead call them architectures, it evokes all the right ideas. It brings the goal 
into focus. If it’s an architecture, everyone understands it needs a foundation 
and a structure. — Eliya Elon

At the end of the year we go into what I call code-freeze; Marketing asked for  
25 programs this year, now we have the time to implement them. 

And when it comes to changing systems, as the system owner, I usually say rip 
the band-aid off. Let's find out what happens. — Lori Rainery
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#19.
Draw diagrams
to reveal
unknowns
Sometimes actual drawing can reveal  
gaps in your understanding. It helps reveal 
what is known and not known about how 
your business applications interact. 

         Draw your architecture. In trying to create it, you’ll probably 
realize there are gaps in your understanding. When I do this,  
there’ll be a spot with a big, red, transparent arrow with a big 
question mark that says, ‘What is the hidden process?’  
That’s an area to investigate.
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Eliya Elon
VP of Business Operations and Analytics



#20.
Leave the application 
better than you found it
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See: The Boy and Girl Scout Rule

The best guard against runaway business application 
technical debt is to train people to leave the applications and 
configurations better than they found them. Be aware of your 
technical debt (and manage it properly). Automate everything 
within reason (so long as you understand it), establish clear 
and repeatable processes, and adhere to the “midnight on a 
weekend pager text test”—build with the mindset that if it  
doesn’t work, you’ll be paged and have to fix it.

Data cleanliness is the easiest thing to avoid and 
seems like the least productive thing to do. But Marketo, 
Salesforce, and the finance systems are all collecting 
these small duplicates across objects and fields over 
time. Those become work-halting blockers.

Jalal Iftikhar
Global Director of Business Systems

Timeless Wisdom

https://www.stepsize.com/blog/how-to-be-an-effective-boy-girl-scout-engineer#:~:text=Most%20engineers%20have%20heard%20of,wouldn%27t%20deteriorate%20so%20relentlessly
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Business engineers are only just getting started. As more best-of-breed 
SaaS is inevitable, so are great people dedicated to mastering its 
architecture. For without them, businesses cannot succeed. 

It's fair to say that this is your moment. It’s your opportunity to come 
together with others to save businesses from paralysis, and it all  
begins with the question of what your business hopes to achieve,  
and working back from there.

Where do we go from here?

Request a demo of SaltoManage your business applications like a pro

https://www.salto.io/
https://www.salto.io/



